Little Miss Flora loves her Hawaiian forest home and all the plants and animals that live there with her. Flora enjoys helping the forest grow by encouraging flowers to bloom and planting seeds of native plants everywhere she goes. She likes to tuck seeds into the moss growing on fallen logs, in the soft soil of the forest floor, and even way up high in the crooks of trees. When Flora walks on the forest floor she is careful not step on any seedlings. Flora wears dresses made from native plants and their flowers. Each dress represents a different plant and the place in which it grows!

**DIRECTIONS**

1. Color and cut out Flora, her dresses and hats. Do not cut off little rectangular tabs (these will be used to secure dress to doll).

2. Dress Flora by placing a dress and hat on the paper doll and folding white tabs behind her.

For more information visit: [dlnr.hawaii.gov](http://dlnr.hawaii.gov)